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Embarcadero Licensing Options

Login to the License Portal 

If you are your organization’s license holder and have not yet received an e-mail with your login ID and temporary 
password, please contact support http://www.embarcadero.com/support/index.php. 
 
If you are an end user, you will need to contact your organization's license holder to obtain access or have them 
generate a key for you. 

Embarcadero Maintenance Portal Login  

Software Licensing  

Embarcadero offers a variety of licensing options, including Workstation, Network Named User, and Network 
Concurrent, so organizations can better manage and control their product licenses, while at the same time 
maximize usage. The network-based licensing options provide a flexible, cost-effective solution for organizations 
with a larger number of users, who want greater control over software assets, or the ability to share a pool of 
licenses between users. 

Workstation 

A Workstation license is locked to one machine ("node-lock") or one person ("named user".) A node-locked 
Workstation license can be installed on only one machine and cannot be used concurrently. A named user 
Workstation license is registered to an individual and the named user is the only person permitted to use the 
product. The Workstation licensing options work best for power-users who need a copy of the software available 
on their workstation at all times. Workstation licensees are required to create an Embarcadero Developer 
Network account in order to register their product. A Workstation license does not require installation of a license 
server.  

Network Named User  

Network Named User is very similar to Workstation licensing in the regard that a license is designated to an 
individual. The difference is the licenses are managed over a network using the Embarcadero License Server 
(ELS) or optionally FLEXnet Publisher. An administrator installs the license server (ELS or FLEXnet) software in a 
central location on your network and maintains a list of Network Named Users who are authorized to operate the 
product. The Network Named User is guaranteed access to that license at all times or until the Administrator 
revokes access.  

This option has many advantages including centralized administration, fast and easy provisioning and de-
provisioning of software assets, and asset management features including usage reports.  

Network Concurrent  

Network Concurrent licenses are managed through the Embarcadero License Server (ELS), or optionally FLEXnet 
Publisher. It provides users with the flexibility of using any Embarcadero product, but will only acquire a license 
when the application is open. This license option tracks the number of simultaneous users. If the number of 
simultaneous users exceeds the number of purchased licenses, anyone who subsequently tries to start the 
software is denied access.  

Network Concurrent licenses are only valid for the global region in which they are sold. Global contracts can be 
purchased on a contractual basis. Please contact your sales representative for more information.  

Other License Considerations 

Some Embarcadero products offer Term or Perpetual licensing options. Please contact your sales 
representative for more details.  

Embarcadero All-Access is a membership offering which includes access to the specified products within each 
membership level, as well as support and maintenance for the duration of an active membership. For product and 
pricing information about Embarcadero All-Access contact your sales representative or read more at 
Embarcadero All-Access.  
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